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Welcome to the Premium Wealth Forecast for September, 2019, a very
happy month with lots of planetary activity. I have not seen a month this
busy in a long, long time. So we have a lot to talk about.
So let's start with the Universal Month number of 21. 21 is the number of
our century and the ancient Egyptians described 21 is the number of truth.
Number 21 reduces to 3 which is about self-expression, creativity, anything
to do with joy, happiness. And so you want to combine that creation, that
imagination with a quest for - how do I truly feel about something? How do
I want to express myself with incredible integrity?
This whole century is about finding our inner voice and being able to
express it in the most authentic way.
And so the month of September, 2019 represents that same quest.
Now 21 also is made up of 2 and 1.
2+1 = 3.
So we have the 1-2-3 code, which is very much about moving forward,
taking that inspiration, merging with it heart and mind together (which is
the number2). And then the 3 is the number of creativity, the number of
birth. So the mother, father, child number, the triad. So this is a very potent
month where your plans and goals can be realized more easily.
You definitely want to pay attention to all the opportunities that are
presenting themselves now. And if you're already have made plans for this
month, they're going to be concluded successfully, as long as you keep an
optimistic outlook.
Any plans you're still thinking about implementing and haven't acted on yet
should be carried out now because the potential for success is really big
with this number.
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Now 21/3 a number of movement as well. So if you are traveling or even
traveling in your mind, you can go to far away places, you can see distant
horizons and you can fulfill your desire for self expression. You can change
things, you can change careers, you can change the direction that you're
taking in your career. It's a good time for starting anything that brings you
joy. And that would include any consummation of a relationship. It's just a
very rewarding number.
Any investments you make energetically are going to grow.
21 reduces to 3 and 3 is the number of self expression and joy. So you can
really tune into - well, what actually makes me feel happy? Is this decision,
one that brings me bliss and do I feel like I want to smile when I think about
the decision, or not? So you want to make improvements based on that
question and that would include questions about finances, friendships,
romance, career decisions.
And speaking of friends,3 is a very social number. So friends will be more
important to you this month. They'll help you, they'll support you, and you'll
help them in return.
So this is a wonderful time to just be very open in the way you share who
you are and share your feelings especially.
3 is a number of exploration. So you will be busy, you may travel, you may
have a more active social life, you may attend more artistic events like go
to the theater, go to concerts.
You also will be excited about just moving ahead with love, moving ahead
with any new plans that feel entertaining or pleasurable.
Definitely don't get caught up in drama.
The flip side of the 3, the shadow side is to take things personally to get
over-stimulated or moody or to worry too much. So you want to stay in
that place of optimism because this 21/3 is so happy. It's a happy space
that can bring you happy results when you apply a smile and humor to
situations.
This goes for anything! It goes for a money expansion, love, pleasure,
travel.
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Be careful also of the words you use - 3 governed self-expression. So that
would include how you communicate and what you say. You want to write
and speak with a great deal of positive energy. If you have an opportunity
to get in front of people to express yourself and share a message, 3
governs that because it is about creating and sharing your creation with
the world.

Full Moon in Pisces
September 14, 2019 at 5:33 AM UT (London)
September 14, 2019 at 12:33 AM EST (New York)
September 13, 2019 at 9:33 PM PST (Los Angeles)
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Now the first lunation in September is a beautiful Full Moon in Pisces
on September 14 (Universal Time and EST), September 13 (PST, MST,
CST).
As it happens, the Sun and Moon will be at 21°. So the Moon will be at
21° in Pisces, the Sun at 21° in Virgo, and that creates a triple 21:21:21
code. Remember, September is a 21 universal month. So this is very
important.
Any triple code, first of all, creates a triad. And the number 21- 2+1 = 3 where 3 is the number of the triad! We have a lot of symbolism here of
creation.
Since this full moon is in Pisces, a hugely imaginative, intuitive sign, you
can really count on your intuition and your inspiration to steer you in a
direction of tremendous fulfillment during this full moon in Pisces.
Now the moon is conjunct Neptune, wow! Neptune is the ruler of
Pisces. So this is very powerful. It really stimulates your sensitivity, your
ability to have pre-cognition, to tune in, to sense things, right?
Your sixth sense is really activated and you pick up on other people's
feelings more than usual. You can sense surroundings. You can
understand that everything is energy.
And your feelings are more delicate because you have more
introspection. Because you sense more, you are more sensitive. So you
have to make sure you have boundaries around you to protect you.
Your dream life will be more intense. Mystical experiences and delving
into any mystical subjects is really favored.
Now it's just a really spiritual day, a very loving day.
Since the moon is conjunct Neptune meaning joined with Neptune and
opposite the sun, that means the sun is opposite Neptune. And so that
indicates that you're a little bit more impressionable and you need to be
careful to not be too idealistic. Instead focus on taking a time-out from
working too hard and focus on a spiritual practice, focus on your inner
voice because it's calling you.
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You need to hold the space for silence and serenity in order to hear that
voice. If you don't pay attention to your imagination, to your creativity,
to your dreams, you may get out of sync energetically. You may feel
energetically depleted or disillusioned. So if you feel something is off
with another person or with a situation or a decision, then say no to that
situation. Exit the discussion because it's really important to have
strong boundaries as I said during this transit.
Tune into your ethereal, mystical side and definitely take more time to
rest.
Something that will help you just tune into the really beautiful, sensitive
nature of this transit, of the Pisces full moon and the moon conjunct
Neptune is to listen to beautiful, uplifting music and to appreciate
beauty in every form around you, including Mother Nature.
Surround yourself with serenity, with a feeling of meditation - you want
to invoke a sanctuary setting. And that means creating a sanctuary in
your home and partaking in that energy.
Focus consciously on your breathing because your in and out breath is
the connection to Divine intelligence.
Now the sun conjuncts Mars and the moon is opposite Mars of course,
so this is a heightening of energy. You need to channel your energy into
something. I highly recommend being more physically active or to
engaging in a creative project.
Preferably both. Definitely apply your imagination to release the fire of
this conjunction.
Sun conjunct Mars can really be a powerful, assertive initiative to move
forward. Now you can transform an alchemize the heat into outcomes
that are very productive because Mars is a go-getter. Mars goes
towards a direction, so move towards something, be physical and move
your body or start a new project. You definitely feel assertive.
Guard against aggressiveness. Guard against impulsive behavior,
impatience or anger, having a hot temper.
The moon opposite Mars means your emotions and your instincts are
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sometimes not in the same ballpark. So you're going to feel strong
emotional focus and direction. But if you feel confused, you want to
definitely not go towards emotional aggression or impatience. This is
really creative energy. So instead, channel that very high powered
energy into some ambitious project because you're going to make a lot
of progress by using this propulsive, almost like rocket energy towards
something that you feel excited about!
And you may feel impulsive. So take a deep breath, be extra patient.
You have more emotional focus, you have that sense of direction,
you're very conscious of your goals, so guard against being aggressive
or rash. And that would mean with others of course.
So you want to act on your feelings, but you want to always do so
positively.
Mars is opposite Neptune and this transit is exact during the Pisces full
moon! Neptune rules Pisces. So Mars opposing the ruler of the full
moon is a very dynamic aspect. It really indicates a spiritual awakening
because your intuitive and intelligent energy is very, very strong.
Your physical body wants to go to a higher vibrational place. So this
means you need to conserve your physical energy. I know there's part
of the full moon forecast is to move, but another part is to be very clear
and balanced and breathe deeply and meditate.
Definitely get extra rest today. Pisces always requires extra rest. It is the
final sign of the Zodiac. It indicates that you're bridging into the unseen
and so you want to replenish your resources by tuning into a place of
receptivity and relaxation - your sleep.
Mars opposite Neptune creates a desire to release tension and that is
really strong. So if you feel tense in your body or tense about some
relationship or you have some kind of anxiety about something, you
want to purge and release that. Any inner confusion that you may have,
don't project it onto others by reacting to them in a way that is taking it
personally. Instead, tune within, always go within when you have that
tendency to project onto others.
Focus on how you feel and how you can go on a deeper discovery of
that feeling. And that really the best way to do that is to be still and
write or to focus on a creative project that will allow you to integrate that
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emotional energy, which sometimes you're not conscious at all, which is
why you're feeling anxious. One way to release it is to do some
improvisational creative work. And that could be anything. It could be
anything from gardening to improvising on a musical instrument to
painting, to taking a walk with no agenda whatsoever and enjoying
nature.
It's basically being in the present mode moment so that your inspiration
is heightened.
We have the Moon is sextile Pluto and the Sun trining Pluto. This is so
wonderful because it helps to dissipate some of that tenser energy that
comes from Mars opposite Neptune.
When the Moon sextiles Pluto, the unseen - that what was unconscious
- is made see. It comes to the surface. It's made clear. So this can bring
a lot of clarity that results in healing, especially in your relationships.
Because, as you share what you now see and have been sensing for
awhile (but haven't been able to verbalize because it was unconscious),
it gives you a lot of confidence and it gives you the caring to make that
connection within you and then share it with whoever you need to.
So your relationships will transform as you reach that deeper level of
emotional understanding. And that will not only empower you, but
empower and strengthen the relationship.
Any change in your lifestyle or habit can be easily implemented now as
you work closely in tandem with your subconscious and take control of
that which you didn't see before. And that will allow you to be in charge
of your internal negativity. Meaning you can basically alchemize it,
right?
So Pluto rules the underground. Pluto rules the stuff that we don't see,
including what is literally underground... the plumbing for example. So
clearing that part of your inner life will also help you clear that in your
physical life. And that would be anything to do with clearing in the body
in the same way you can get to the bottom of any mysterious topic or
secrets by diving into the core and seeing the truth.
And I want to point out that, because this is the full moon in Pisces, the
Sun lies opposite the Moon in Virgo - and Virgo is the sign of health and
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healing.
So we want to make sure that we do pay attention to our health, to
healing around this time.
In the same way you can get to the bottom of a mystery or any secret
by going to the core of the truth. Pluto and the Moon, when they come
together like this in this beautiful sextile, it enhances your intuition and
you can really trust what comes up as you're guided to accept and
embrace what you may not have been aware of until this time - because
it's being made visible now.
This is also a really lovely time to attract abundance, as long as your
heart is emotionally engaged in a happy way to bring about financial
flow.
Now the Sun is trining Pluto. Since the moon is sextile Pluto, they
create a beautiful triangle with Pluto. And so this really helps you feel
empowered. You can influence people in a very positive way.
You're striving for success and are totally invested in manifesting,
deeply felt goals. Your confidence and self assertion are really
magnified.
Positive transformation is a key theme throughout this full moon. So you
can focus on the changes that need to be implemented.
These changes in turn will allow you to take on more of a leadership role
in your professional life, in your personal life, wherever it is necessary probably both places because we can always take more and more
accountability, right? This is a wonderful accountability transit.
So your determination for achievement is really great. studying
mysterious topics or realms that uncover the unseen is, is very much
enhanced.
No matter what you do or invest your time in, you're going to the core of
the matter. You're discovering hidden truths and you're making richly
rewarding discoveries. So this is a wonderful day of empowerment, of
positivity, of inner prayer.
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Give yourself over to the divine intelligence and surrender to your inner
light.
Now Mars is trine to Pluto at the same time because Mars is conjunct
the Sun. Mars trine to Pluto is very sensual, very goal-directed because
Mars is energy and Pluto is empowerment and uncovering what needs
to be seen in order for you to be set free to take control, right? So
you're very ambitious now. You're focused on successful outcomes.
A trine is the most beneficial of astrological transits. So your
assertiveness allows you to direct your energy towards very positive
achievement.
Pluto always transforms you in order for you to go to the next level. You
may be asked to shift internally to step up to a higher position.
And your sexuality is heightened as you feel more empowered. Then
others in turn are magnetically attracted to you. You have a great
impact on others as a result.
So be very conscious of doing everything for your highest good and
that would also mean other's highest good, of course.
Mars and Pluto are co-rulers or Scorpio another water sign. Pisces and
Scorpio are both water signs. Cancer is the third one. So since we have
Mars and Pluto both activated in a trine during the Pisces full moon, this
is a very creative energy and it allows you to go to profound depths.
You can uncover secrets that help you set the record straight, and that
truth will set you free.
Finally, Mercury is exactly conjunct Venus during this full moon at 29°
Virgo - the very end of Virgo. 29° is a "critical degree" in astrology - the
number 29 which means it's more intense. 29 reduces to 11 which is
always about being extremely present to the point where you don't even
think about the future or remember the past.
So when Mercury and Venus, two personal planets are merged
together, yeah, this is a big deal. It all focuses on communication that is
beautiful and loving and sharing your love and caring with, with others,
especially the people who are your loved ones. 29°, which reduces to
11 which in turn reduced to 2 - this love is even more intensified here.
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This is very, very powerful. So you need to watch your words and
appreciate others with very caring, compassionate language. You in
turn will be touched by others' display of affection towards you because
you've reached out to them in such a beautiful way.
Healing is magnified because this conjunction happens at 29° Virgo.
that "critical degree". Virgo is the sign of health and healing and your
daily life - how you undergo living from day to day in a healthy way.
So focus on that, especially in terms of your innner relationship, your
intuition, and if you live with someone or others, how you interact with
them. Your artistic and creative gifts are very enhanced. So listen to
your inner poet and any negotiations and interchanges are really
smoothed out. Very favorable.
Venus and Mercury joined together enhance social interaction, so you
can really have a lot of fun at this time. Wearing your heart on your
sleeve... Pay attention to the sound of your voice, not just the words
you use.
Pay attention to the sounds around you. What are you listening to? Is
the news on, in the background? Definitely turn that kind of distracting
background chatter off. You want to just have sounds that are inspiring
and uplifting because your sensitivities really heightened and Virgo does
govern your daily life. So you want to create some habits now that are
very meaningful and that support you in a very healthy way.
Finally, any friendships that need attention can be brought into harmony
with this conjunction of Mercury and Venus.

New Moon in Libra
September 28, 2019 at 7:26 PM UT (London)
September 28, 2019 at 2:26 PM EST (New York)
September 28, 2019 at 11:26 AM PST (Los Angeles)
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Let’s move to the second lunation, which is the Libra New Moon on September 28th.
This is a really lovely, much more simple lunation. Whereas the one we just covered, the
Pisces Full Moon, was filled with transits, the Libra New Moon is very straightforward and
very positive because the Sun and Moon are at 5° Libra - sign of love and relationships, and
Venus and Jupiter are forming an exact sextile! Venus and Jupiter, the, the two benefits of
astrology, the really happy, joyful, abundant planets, are forming this gorgeous sextile, which
is a 60 degree angle.
They're both at 17 degrees and 17 is the immortality number, the number of leadership and
strength and courage.
So it really couldn't be better that they are in exactitude on the day of the New Moon in
Libra, which is governed by Venus, let's not forget! So Venus is already enhanced by the sun
and moon being in Venus' sign of Libra.
So this is thoroughly very good news for love and romance, balance and harmony in all our
relationships.
We also have the Sun and Moon quincunx or inconjunct, which is 150° to Uranus. So they're
both forming this exact 150° angle to Uranus, which creates a lot of fun. And it's highly
intuitive. You can go on an adventure, you can look at things with a new perspective. You
can make new plans, you welcome surprises. You definitely are open to attracting
abundance and financial flow.
It's just a fun transit, especially since the sun and moon are in Libra, which is the sign of love
and romance and going back to the sextile between Venus and Jupiter.... I mean it couldn't
be better.
This is such a warm and happy connection. It's very social. You feel truly blessed.
Generosity and acceptance through sharing are emphasized because Jupiter is so generous,
so grateful. You just feel beautiful. You can surround yourself with a sense of the essential,
the pleasurable, the beautiful.
You feel good, you feel cheerful, you feel optimistic. You have an expansive, positive outlook
on your future. Romance and dating are wonderfully activated.
This does happen on a Saturday, September 28th. So yeah, this is a fabulous weekend for
romance! And since it's a New Moon in Libra, the sign of romance and marriage, boy, this is
a great time for you just to take a romantic weekend, if you can plan that.
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In any case, no matter what you do, if there's any disharmony in any relationships, they don't
necessarily have to be romantic, but intimate relationships, you can heal those very
beautifully during this Libra new moon. So definitely focus on that.
Venus governs love and financial flow.
Jupiter governs wealth, expansion, wisdom.
So this planetary meeting really broadens your ability to attract all of the above.
It’s a great time to make those investments. And if you want to take time out for a holiday
break that is favored around this time as well, you just feel really, really good. So enjoy that
Libra New Moon.
Now let's go cover every day in September from the astrology numerology perspective.
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September 1 - 8
Sunday, 9.1.2019 = 22/4
• 1 and 22 represent new beginnings and the Architect of Peace
number.
• Your original ideas are easily implemented.
• A peaceful home environment replenishes you.
• As a result, innovation flows.
• You are empowered by listening to the unique ideas.
• Organization brings security.
• You are motivated to accomplish a project today.
• Spend some time today in seclusion to assimilate and integrate.
• Focus on peace and conscious breathing to generate the deepest
calmness and inspiration.
Mercury trine Uranus
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You have great powers of observation.
You can experience phenomenal mental energy and speed
ahead in your thinking process – so be sure to channel this
electrifying energy.
Since your mind speeds up and you’ll communicate in a
quicker way, be sure to listen to others.
Uranus liberates you, so you may feel free to share things you
have not before, but always in a harmonious, positive way.
New perceptions open up and you can receive exciting news
You are available to accept new possibilities
Uranus brings excitement, so you may receive news that
surprises and thrills you.
Unusual fields of interest may grab your attention.
Your intuition is very acute – flashes of insight are strong.
This transit can free your thoughts from preconceived ideas
picked up in early childhood, so you may communicate from a
higher vibration once this transit completes.

Venus trine Uranus
•
•

New explorations into beauty, love and your finances are in
play today.
You are open to explore new options and connect with others.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This is a great time to start a new creative project – be open to
experiment!
Financial windfalls are enhanced.
Get a new perspective on magnifying your flow of abundance.
You honor your own and everyone else’s uniqueness.
Your eye for beauty is great as your inner innovator is keen on
finding unique expression.
Creatively you are more stimulated and ready to explore as far
as your imagination will go.
Relationships and love get a burst of excitement.

Monday, 9.2.2019 = 23/5
• A beautiful code of balance is merged with adventure and freedom.
• Harmony is achieved through both rest and movement, listening
and exploration.
• Stillness and peace must be present internal for you to feel
compelled to take a risk.
• Love and your sensual nature are enhanced today.
• Your ability to listen and be playful will create a magnificent flow to
the day.
Sun conjunct Mars
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You feel a heightening of energy which needs to be channeled
into exercise or a creative project.
Definitely apply your imagination to release the fire of this
conjunction.
You can transform and alchemize the heat into outcomes that
are very productive.
Express your unique nature.
Be physical and move your body.
Start a new project.
You feel assertive and have great initiative.
Guard against aggressiveness, impulsive behavior and
impatience or a hot temper.
Your instinct is incredibly powerful now.
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Venus square Jupiter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are very open to new emotional experiences.
You may be much more sensitive when relating to your loved
ones.
This transit helps you feel more social and generous.
Happiness and optimism are heightened.
If you feel bogged down attending to bigger responsibilities,
refocus on the positive impact you have.
This is a great transit for friendships and taking part in fun,
pleasurable events and festivities.
Guard against extravagant behavior, arrogance and
negligence.
Focus on harmony, beautifying your life – and keep spending
to a minimum.

Tuesday, 9.3.2019 = 24/6
• Today a wonderful 3:3 code is active, since September 2019 is a
21/3 Universal Month.
• This is a highly creative day.
• There is a lot of joy in the air.
• Express your natural gifts through writing, speaking, music, the arts
– whatever it may be – feel your way into everything you do today.
• You are communicating your inner joy.
• You’re doing so with great flare and magnetism.
• Your smile nurtures others.
• Love is your guide – compassion, nurturing, kindness.
• If you are in a relationship or dating, this is a wonderful day to
spend together.
• You are elevating and supporting others with happiness.
• This is a good abundance day.
Mercury conjunct Mars
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your mind is infused with energy!
You are supremely focused on one goal.
Your thoughts carry great forward momentum.
Guard against communicating in an aggressive manner.
Your thoughts are rapid and may race ahead, so be patient.
Release some of the nervous energy through physical
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•
•

exercise.
Definitely think through your ideas and prompts before acting
on them.
You can make wonderful breakthroughs in your mindset.

Sun conjunct Mercury
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your focus is on practical thinking
Set goals with full conscious engagement.
Your communication abilities are strong and you are able to
reason well.
Thoughts move fast as you adapt to variety and are curious to
explore.
Negotiations and correspondence are favored
Good for business matters.
You have greater clarity and are focusing on positive
outcomes.
This means you are super conscious of your goals and
intellectually engaged in achieving them.
Any kind of communication is supported by your positive
insights today.

Wednesday, 9.4.2019 = 25/7
• When numbers 4 and 7 get together you feel productive in a more
quiet environment.
• You are dedicated to a work or home project and attend to it with
diligence.
• Make room for mystery and meditation today – inner peace enables
your intuition to flower.
• Sudden insights can be manifested for lasting success and impact.
• Attend to your spiritual nature.
• Make plans for your spiritual life to be elevated.
Venus opposite Neptune
•
•
•

Love takes on a new meaning under this transit.
Idealism can be shifted to engage in spiritual loving.
You are searching for love and beauty that is beyond the
ordinary.
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•
•
•
•
•

Turn to your friends – they will see what you may miss when it
comes to romantic relationships.
This is not the time to make investments or commitments to
partnerships.
Create space for spiritual pursuits.
See people’s potential – not what you and they identify with.
Take time to oversee your finances.

Thursday, 9.5.2019 = 26/8
Freedom is on your mind today!
Give yourself the space to discover your inner courage.
Your fearlessness creates tremendous resilience.
Today represents a pivot point: you have a choice to lead, or be
lead by others.
• Your inner authority yearns to be expressed freely.
• It’s a great day to take a risk.
• Financial flow is enhanced when you remove obstacles to
manifestation.
•
•
•
•

Mercury Trine Saturn
• You have great powers of concentration and perseverance.
• Your mind is very thorough as you go into deep philosophical
thinking and consider everything with patience.
• This transit favors business dealings.
• Your analytical abilities allow you to probe and get serious
about a project that requires your mind to be fully engaged.
• Focus on the positive to make great progress.
• Your concentration is outstanding.
• Be patient and focus on the practical and real.
• Seek input from a mentor.
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Friday, 9.6.2019 = 27/9
• Today the inspiring 3-6-9 triad of LOVE, Self Expression and
Abundance is activated! September is a 21/3 Universal Month, it is
the 6th and today is 27/9 Universal date!
• Your focus is on sharing your heart, to create, to love.
• Your loved ones may need more hugs and attention.
• This is wonderful day for abundance creation.
• You feel beautiful at Soul-level – trust in your INNER wisdom.
• You feel the Love of God and share love with everyone.
• You feel emotionally safe, protected.
• Feel embraced by Love.
• Your own love expands as you remember the most tender moments
in your life.
• Allow your love to expand and radiate from within you.
• Love is how you are BEING, not what you are doing.
Sun trine Saturn
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are experiencing the results of prior dedication and work.
Take this day to focus on achievement and the implementation
of your goals.
Accepting new responsibilities feels easy today.
It’s a fantastic time for continued Spring cleaning.
Listen to, read or watch motivational, uplifting, wise words or
share your wisdom to younger people.
You are more patient and serene today.
Pay close attention to details.
Whatever you place your attention on will leave a long-term
impact.

Mercury square Jupiter
•

•
•
•
•
•

This is a powerful transit which can indicate a move into a new
profession, or a change in what you perceive is your purpose
in life.
Your thoughts are more optimistic – hold any over-optimism in
check so you don’t over-estimate your contribution or abilities.
Ideas and plans are being refined.
Listening to your intuition about the direction to take next
requires looking at the big picture first.
Your ability to think through concepts and engage in the big
vision is greatly enhanced.
Business transactions are favored – be meticulous, focus on
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the small details, since it may be a bit more difficult to focus.
Venus trine Pluto
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong feelings of love are intensified.
You feel exceptionally attractive and magnetic.
Companionship is even more important to you as you long to
share your life with a special someone.
If you are in a relationship, love knows no bounds and is
deeper than ever.
Relationships evolve profoundly and can reach spiritual
heights as well.
Sexual bonding is intensified.
Beauty and creativity are recognized for their deep power to
heal.
You want your friendships and intimate relationships to be
profoundly real and heart-centered.
Pluto will want to reveal secrets or you may want to keep a
relationship more private.
You want to know the truth, no matter what – sharing feelings
with another on this level is very important to you now.

Saturday, 9.7.2019 = 28/10/1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Today your mind is very active, as you search for solutions.
Original ideas appear, helping you engage in a new approach.
Inspirational ideas flow today.
Be sure to take time to yourself – numbers 7 and 1 both favor
alone-time and silence.
Your refined thoughts elevate the words you choose.
Your intuition is greatly enhanced.
This is a wonderful day for research.
Be sure to take time to rest.

Mercury opposite Neptune
•
•
•

You may not clearly see the difference between truth and
illusion.
Take a time-out today – it’s best to leave major decisions for
another day (it helps that this is a weekend day!).
Instead focus on mystical subject matters.
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•
•
•
•
•

Or immerse yourself in a creative project.
Anything that engages your imagination is supportive.
Peaceful, calming music and beautiful scents will hold the
sacred space for you and your loved ones.
Make this a day of relaxation and rest.
Business negotiation is best left for another day.

Sunday, 9.8.2019 = 29/11/2
• Double new beginnings and confidence enhance your day.
• Your intuition is highly activated and can be used to set in place
goals of accomplishment.
• At the same time, you are able to connect intimately with others,
especially one on one.
• Conversations are invigorated by your courage to not hold back, yet
stay calm.
• Focusing on generating financial flow through inspirational projects
is recommended, as 8 and 11/2 are in the manifestation triad.
• Anything original and imaginative must be implemented or shared.
• You feel connected to the Divine in everything and everyone.
Sun square Jupiter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You feel healthy, happy and strong.
Activate the positive energy flow consciously.
Express yourself with exuberance to reap the rewards of this
transit.
Your optimism carries you through the day.
Do everything in moderation.
Focus on one project at a time to make the most of this transit.
Be sure you stay focused and disciplined.
Guard against overspending.

Mercury Trine Pluto
•
•
•
•

You have a great desire to influence and impact others.
You strive to feel recognized and appreciated.
You will have intense, very deep conversations under this
transit!
New perceptions on spirituality and psychology are favored
due to your heightened psychic abilities.
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•
•
•

You may feel a nervous intensity as you uncover new answers.
Your power and influence are great today.
You can make incredibly empowering discoveries.

September 9 – 16
Monday, 9.9.2019 = 30/3
• Today a gorgeous double 3:3 code merges with a double 9:9
activation!
• So much joy and love to be explored…
• 3 and 9 are both in the creative 3-6-9 triad of feeling and
expression.
• Being open with your heart – allowing your heart to speak, is your
goal today.
• Align with wisdom and you will naturally act from a place of
compassion.
• 9:9 invites you to rise to the occasion in a loving way – your Loving
Authority is playful and joyful today.
• Be sure to notice the humor and laughter in situations.
• Powerful abundance flows when you allow the petals in your heart
to unfold and express themselves.
Mars trine Saturn
• The strong surge of energy today activates your
responsibilities and duties.
• You have strong willpower and strong concentration.
• Perseverance is very strong, so use this transit to follow
through on a project that you feel passionately about.
• You are taking your work very seriously.
• Success comes through unusual effort.
• Distractions are held at bay as you complete goals with
discipline and dedication.
• If you are dating, this is a great time to commit to the
relationship and make it formal.
• Your patience allows you to discover the most efficient path to
a successful completion of any project.
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Tuesday, 9.10.2019 = 22/4
• 10 always brings instant manifestation, and today combines with the
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Architect of Peace master number 22.
You can accomplish so much today!
Allow yourself to explore the infinite possibilities.
You are capable of so much, and this powerful code will invigorate you to
make major strides.
22 gives you the security and calmness so you can meticulously attend to
implementation of any tasks.
10 allows your mind to explore brilliant new ideas.
Both 22 and 10 are connected to manifestation, so you want to devote a
good part of the day to an important meeting or project.
Inner Peace sets the stage for empowerment and breakthroughs.
Get things in order today – clean, organize, sort – whatever it takes to
establish serenity.

Sun opposite Neptune
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

You are more impressionable now.
Take a time-out from working too hard.
Your spiritual nature needs your attention.
Your inner voice is calling you – hold the space for silence and
serenity.
If you don’t pay attention to your creativity and imagination you
may get out of sync, feel energetically depleted and
disillusioned.
If you feel something is off with another person then say no and
exit the discussion – it is important to have strong boundaries
during this transit.
Tune into your ethereal, mystical side.
Take extra time to rest.
Listen to beautiful, uplifting music and appreciate beauty in art
and Mother Nature.
Surround yourself with serenity.
Focus consciously on your breathing.
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Wednesday, 9.11.2019 = 23/5
• A wonderful code of awakening stimulates you to act on what
inspires you.
• Your intuition seeks to explore new ground and new perspectives.
• You can start a fresh journey that encourages discovery and play.
• This 11 portal is all about being present in movement – being
conscious in the midst of change.
• You may make a decision today that takes you in a totally new
direction.
• Connections are forged through a sense of fun and openness.
• You feel courageous as you listen closely to the prompts from
within you.
• Nothing can stop you now as you move towards liberation and
freedom.
Moon quincunx (inconjunct) Sun
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your mood is more changeable today. Take time to breathe
and get space.
Action is required.
Make an effort to listen to both your heart and mind.
Ingenious ideas need to be explored – listen closely on
which direction to take.
Get some extra rest.
Guard against being emotionally reactive.

Thursday, 9.12.2019 = 24/6
• 12 is the Universal Year Number for 2019 and invites you to be a
student of Life!
• This month the 12th merges with September’s 21/3 Universal Month
creating a 3:3:3 gateway of happiness.
• Loving attention and joy enable tremendous growth.
• When you learn while feeling good you naturally retain far more
wisdom.
• Wealth and health are highly stimulated today.
• Abundance is attracted to happiness, so focus your attention on
how you can elevate your life while enhancing others as well.
• The pure joy of CREATING is so powerful today.
• Feel your way into all communication, all sharing – come from an
internal source of gratitude and love.
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Mars Square Jupiter in Sagittarius
• You have a lot of energy to begin something.
• You have a strong desire to make positive decisions or
transactions.
• This aspect greatly favors business success.
• You can get recognition for an accomplishment.
• Guard against impulsiveness – be clear about your intentions.
• You have the courage to stand up for yourself - however be
sure you are not aggressive, just firm and strong.
• Use your energy wisely, so you don’t burn the candle at both
ends.
• You feel energized and sexual.
• Guard against impulsiveness and recklessness.
• You now have the Courage to confront any situation that is not
for your highest good.
• Moderate your energy resources so you don’t run out of
steam.

Friday, 9.13.2019 = 25/7
• Surprising shifts can infuse your day with a big dose of
transformation.
• You will have sudden divine downloads that will enable you to
handle any changes coming your way.
• Make sure you get in touch with nature – feel the beauty and
serenity of Mother Earth.
• Also take time for extra rest and rejuvenation.
• Seek peaceful solutions, especially if you encounter unsettled
energy.
• 13 ultimately encourages empowerment through tremendous
listening as your inner voice gives you prompts for any situation.
• Take the time to be quiet – this is not a day for big social events.
• Engage in activities at home or that bring you peace and a sense of
grounding.
• A wonderful preparation day for the Pisces Full Moon tomorrow!
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Mercury conjunct Venus
You can express your love for others easily to them.
Show appreciation through giving and gratitude.
You will be cherished as much as you cherish others.
Creativity and artistry is magnified – it’s a great time to wrap up creative
projects that are incomplete.
• Spend time listening to and enjoying the arts.
• Professionally any contracts and transactions are favored due
to your negotiating power.
•
•
•
•

Sun trine Pluto
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

You feel very empowered and want to influence other people.
You are striving for success and are totally invested in
manifesting your deeply felt goals.
Your confidence and self-assertion are greatly magnified.
Positive transformation is a key theme throughout the day.
You can take on more of a leadership role in your professional
and personal life, which enables positive shifts and a surge of
confidence.
Your determination for achievement is great.
Studying mysterious topics or realms that uncover the unseen
mysteries of life, such as astrology and numerology, is
favored.
No matter what you do or invest your time on – you are going
to the core of the matter, discovering hidden truths and
making richly rewarding discoveries.
This is a profound day of power, positivity and prayer.
Give yourself over to God… Surrender to your inner Light.
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Saturday, 9.14.2019 = 26/8
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communicate with courage!
Be open to inner empowerment through change.
Communicate your message from a place inner strength.
Whatever appears today, your life is unfolding this way in order for
you to step into authority.
By being flexible the flowing energy of the day will be readily
received and integrated – this in turn elevates your confidence.
Have fun with all the changes in play today.
Abundance flows when you enjoy yourself and are delighted by the
little and large pleasures that grace your life all day long.
The way you do anything is the way you do everything – feel the
impact of your thoughts and actions and you’ll know you have
infinite powers to change your life!

Full Moon at 21° Pisces
(5:33 am UT, 12:33 am EST, 9:33 pm PST on September 13)
Even if you are not an Pisces, or have a Pisces Ascendant (Rising Sign) or natal
Moon in Pisces when you were born, this forecast still applies to you!
21° Pisces creates a 21:21:21 Code with the 21 Universal Month
for September
Moon conjunct Neptune in Pisces
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are super sensitive, receptive and open emotionally.
Your intuition is greatly enhanced.
You pick up on other people’s feelings more than usual.
Feelings are very delicate.
You have great introspection.
Your dream life is intense.
Mystical experiences and delving into mystical subjects is
favored.
This is a deeply spiritual, loving day…

Sun opposite Neptune
•
•
•
•

You are more impressionable now.
Take a time-out from working too hard.
Your spiritual nature needs your attention.
Your inner voice is calling you – hold the space for silence and
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•

•

•
•
•
•
•

serenity.
If you don’t pay attention to your creativity and imagination
you may get out of sync, feel energetically depleted and
disillusioned.
If you feel something is off with another person then say no
and exit the discussion – it is important to have strong
boundaries during this transit.
Tune into your ethereal, mystical side.
Take extra time to rest.
Listen to beautiful, uplifting music and appreciate beauty in art
and Mother Nature.
Surround yourself with serenity.
Focus consciously on your breathing.

Sun conjunct Mars
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You feel a heightening of energy which needs to be channeled
into exercise or a creative project.
Definitely apply your imagination to release the fire of this
conjunction.
You can transform and alchemize the heat into outcomes that
are very productive.
Express your unique nature.
Be physical and move your body.
Start a new project.
You feel assertive and have great initiative.
Guard against aggressiveness, impulsive behavior and
impatience or a hot temper.
Your instinct is incredibly powerful now.

Moon opposite Mars
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You feel strong emotional focus and direction.
Guard against emotional aggression and impatience.
This is highly creative energy.
Channel your energy into an ambitious project – you’ll make
great progress.
You may feel impulsive, so be extra patient.
You have more emotional focus and a sense of direction.
You are conscious of your goals.
Guard against aggression and rashness.
Act on your feelings – in a positive way.
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Mars opposite Neptune (EXACT during Full Moon)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your intellectual and intuitive energy is very strong today.
Your physical body is being spiritualized.
That means you need to conserve your physical energy.
Definitely get extra rest today and use this time to replenish
your resources.
A desire to release tension is strong.
Guard against over-reacting at this time – it comes from
internal confusion.
Focusing on creative projects will allow you to channel the
heightened inspiration that accompanies this transit.

Moon sextile Pluto
• When the Moon sextiles Pluto the unseen comes to the
surface - feelings that you were not conscious of are made
clear to you.
• This can clear the way for healing in your relationships as you
share what you have been sensing but not able to verbalize
with care and confidence before now.
• Thus, your relationships will transform as you reach a deeper
level of emotional connection that is empowering for both.
• A change in your lifestyle or habit can be easily implemented
now as you work closely in tandem with your subconscious
to take control of internal negativity.
• Pluto rules the underground, including plumbing, so clearing of
any kind is greatly favored.
• In the same way you can get to the bottom of any mysterious
topic or secrets by diving into the core – and seeing the
truth.
• Pluto and the Moon enhance your intuition, so trust what
comes up as you are guided to accept and embrace what
you may have not been aware of until now.
• This is a lovely transit for attracting abundance, as long as
your heart is emotionally engaged in a happy way to bring
about financial flow.
Sun trine Pluto
•
•
•

You feel very empowered and want to influence other people.
You are striving for success and are totally invested in
manifesting your deeply felt goals.
Your confidence and self-assertion are greatly magnified.
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•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Positive transformation is a key theme throughout this full
moon.
You can take on more of a leadership role in your profession
and personal life which enables positive shifts and a surge of
confidence.
Sun trine Pluto helps you take accountability for your life.
Your determination for achievement is great.
Studying mysterious topics or realms that uncover the unseen
mysteries of life, such as astrology and numerology, is
favored.
No matter what you do or invest your time in – you are going
to the core of the matter, discovering hidden truths and
making richly rewarding discoveries.
This is a profound day of power, positivity and inner prayer.
Give yourself over to the Divine Intelligence… Surrender to
your inner Light.

Mars trine Pluto
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mars infuses goal-directed energy with the power and
leadership of Pluto for tremendous results.
You are very ambitious now and focused on successful
outcomes.
Be assertive – direct your energy towards achievements.
Pluto transforms, so you may be asked to shift internally to step
up into a higher position.
Your sexuality is heightened as you feel powerful and others
are magnetically attracted to you.
You have a great impact on others so be conscious of doing
everything for your and others highest good at all times.
Mars and Pluto are co-rulers of Scorpio so you may uncover
secrets that help you set the record straight – the Truth shall
set you free.

Mercury exactly conjunct Venus at 29° Virgo
•
•
•

You easily communicate lovingly – sharing with people close to
that you love them.
Appreciate others with your words, you in turn will be touched
by others’ display of affection towards you.
At 29° Virgo healing between you and others is magnified.
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•
•
•
•
•

Artistic, creative gifts are very enhanced – listen to your inner
poet.
Any negotiations and interchanges are smooth and favorable.
Venus and Mercury joined together enhance social interaction.
Pay attention to the sound of your voice, and sounds around
you – your sensitivity to the meaning behind sound is strong.
Any friendships that need attention can be brought into
harmony.

Sunday, 9.15.2019 = 27/9
• This is the second of three times this month that the complete
beautiful 3-6-9 code of love, self expression and creativity is
activated.
• The 15th also brings the energy of magic and alchemy into play!
• And it’s a fabulous day to attract and activate abundance!
• Love is in the air, so a romantic date will be filled with passion and
deep emotional connection.
• Your imagination soars…
• Spiritual wisdom is readily accessible…
• Open your heart, the Universe is a magical place – and today you
absolutely see that is the case.
Moon conjunct Chiron
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Your emotions are very intensified – note how they impact
others.
You feel extremely sensitive.
Emotional bonding happens on a mystical level.
This is not a day to manifest practical results.
You desire freedom and will rebel against restriction.
Your healing gifts a super enhanced today.
The more you realize who you are as a healer the greater you
can feel the energy of others.
A day of tremendous compassion and connection to the
vibration of others with the ability to move energy for their
highest good.
You feel love and are yearning for love.
Your heart is longing for healing.
You invest in your emotional health
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Monday, 9.16.2019 = 28/10/1
Your mind is highly stimulated today.
Any project that requires analysis and research is favored.
Brilliant insights come readily.
New beginnings steer you in a surprising direction.
Your intuition allows you to integrate any unexpected changes by
bringing clarity and peace of mind.
• Spend time in nature today, so you can catch your breath!
• Excitement and inspiration infuse your day.
• It’s best to find some quiet alone time to keep you grounded.
•
•
•
•
•

Mercury opposite Chiron
• You have a great urge to make a difference.
• Magical powers can be accessed when you use the positive
vibration of this transit.
• Tune in mentally and you’ll get exactly to the crux of the
matter.
• Guard against over-thinking and observe any anxiousness or
nervousness
• You are supremely poised to express healing through words or
writing when you let go of frustration or overwhelm.
• Your intuition is very strong and psychic skills come naturally.
• Express what you receive – it will keep your day flowing
harmoniously.
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September 17 – 24

Tuesday, 9.17.2019 = 29/11/2
• You can manifest incredible feats today as your inspiration merges
with your inner confidence for spectacular results.
• 29/11 inspires you to deeply connect with others.
• You have the courage and strength to trust and share your intuitive
downloads.
• The 11 portal opens up into your own connection to eternity.
• Surrendering to the inclusivity of all life has to offer is your gateway
to peace and serenity.
• Recognizing your tremendous capacity to create moves the flow of
money as well.
• Lead from a place that nothing can go wrong – all is there for you.
• This courage blended with kindness allows you to taste the
sweetness of life.
Venus opposite Chiron
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your values are entering a spiritualization process.
You are very receptive to a higher Divine standard.
Your relationships are undergoing a shift towards embracing
spiritual values as well.
Orgasmic fusion with the cosmos is reflected in how you
interact with your life and the universe.
Respond to life with beauty and creativity and you will
harmonize your energy within.
A sacred space is opening in a way you will value for a long
time…
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Wednesday, 9.18.2019 = 30/3
You feel very compassionate and joyful.
Letting go opens your heart to happiness.
Love is your guide.
Nurture your physical body by focusing on healing and rest.
Laugh more and take a lighter approach to life.
Reflection and creativity allow you to connect to the deepest parts
of your heart.
• Leadership is expressed through wisdom and being open to see the
humor in any challenging situation.
• Take time for extra rest.
• Connect socially with others to share in the little joys that make life
so wonderful.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Saturn stations direct in Capricorn at 13°
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

You are now going to put into practice all you have learned
since Saturn stationed retrograde on April 29, 2019.
Your life will feel less restriction as the outlook feels bright.
The Moon is trine to Saturn as it stations direct giving you
extra patience and an emotional stability.
You have the inner strength to handle any personal and
professional situations.
Your instincts are very strong now, which means you are able
to make important choices about your career as well as your
home life and family.
Personal growth will really be on a high during this next period
of time (until May 10 when Saturn stations retrograde)
This is an important moment in Saturn’s 28-30 year cycle
around the Sun – as Saturn moves through all the degrees of
Capricorn into early Aquarius from this day forward.
Many developments in your career sector will propel your life
into a deeper activation of your Divine Mission.
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Thursday, 9.19.2019 = 31/4
• The Genius number 31/4 is activated with the Prince of Heaven
Number today!
• Powerful new beginnings and breakthroughs are yours to
experience today.
• The light of the Stars merges with your ingenious inspirations to
create tremendous forward momentum.
• Original ideas are flowing and need to be recognized and applied.
• Organization and planning will help manifest your brilliant insights
into real, practical results.
• You are becoming independent and empowered by acknowledging
you are a being of Light.
• Be open to be a vessel of inspiration.
• Initiate a new project.
Mars trine Pluto
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mars infuses goal-directed energy with the power and
leadership of Pluto for tremendous results.
You are very ambitious now and focused on successful
outcomes.
Be assertive – direct your energy towards achievements.
Pluto transforms, so you may be asked to shift internally to step
up into a higher position.
Your sexuality is heightened as you feel powerful and others
are magnetically attracted to you.
You have a great impact on others so be conscious of doing
everything for your and others highest good at all times.
Mars and Pluto are co-rulers of Scorpio so you may uncover
secrets that help you set the record straight – the Truth shall
set you free.
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Friday, 9.20.2019 = 23/5
• The Royal Star of the Lion number joins the number 20 of calming,
peaceful solutions.
• Harmony is reached when you take a risk and explore.
• Being flexible creates security.
• Inner peace comes from a place of joyful acceptance.
• Connecting one on one or in group settings is greatly favored.
• Romance is wonderfully enhanced today – so celebrate your
intimate relationship.
• All your communication is infused with compassion.
• Share and respect all differences.
• Love without expectations.
Moon trine Mercury
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

You are in touch with your feelings as your intuition and
intellect merge into one.
You have wonderful clarity today.
Reading situations and people is easy as your perception
and intuition are magnified, allowing you to take the pulse
and adjust quickly.
Your ability to express your ideas is enhanced in all kinds of
communication.
You communicate joy, optimism.
So favorable for conversations and stimulating a wealth of
ideas.
Meetings with friends and family are heart-centered and feel
nourishing.
Deeper discussions are favored.
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Saturday, 9.21.2019 = 24/6
• 21 represents our 21st century of Truth and Joy while 24/6
represents expressing love during 24 hours of our Earth Day.
• And since September is a 12/3 Universal Month, today’s 21 Day is a
reverse mirroring of 12 – a powerful activation of creativity, self
expression and happiness.
• It is also the 9th month, so essentially we have the 3-6-9 triad
activated again.
• Enjoy this loving, abundant, richly rewarding day.
• Be creative, use your imagination.
• Abundance is activated through creativity.
• Nurture all that uplifts and heals you.
• Pay attention to your physical well-being – it’s a wonderful day for
self-nurturing.
• Magical outcomes are yours today.
Jupiter Square Neptune (3rd of 3 meetings)
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Jupiter in Sagittarius and Neptune in Pisces are both in their
respective home signs for this powerful square (only happens
every six years)
This is the final of three meetings between these two and sets
you free to move forward with your spiritual and joy-infused
projects.
All things Soul-centered and spiritual is coming to the forefront
and being expanded.
You may have questioned old beliefs and previous ideas about
deep subject matters – and might even have had a change of
faith.
Do something about the discoveries you made!
Guard against being in denial – or avoiding the wisdom you
uncovered.
Use the beautiful Soul inspiration energy for creative
endeavors.
Listening to what inspires you and fires up your imagination is
what will keep you centered and grounded.
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Sunday 9.22.2019 = 25/7
• The Architect of Peace number 22 merges with meditation and
inspiration today.
• Take a time out and take stock of your inner and outer resources.
• Organize and listen.
• Work on your home, be with your family.
• Take a time-out for yourself to establish that Peace inside your
heart.
• Connect with nature today – you are so inspired when you
communicate with Mother Earth.
Mercury square Saturn
• Today you have great concentration and can get to work.
• Projects that require intense mental work can get a lot
accomplished.
• Make sure you are diligent about details.
• This is not a day to enter into negotiations.
• Be sure to listen closely to others and be extra patient.
• If you sense yourself thinking rigidly, change the subject and
take deep breaths.
• Focus on positive implementation of your ideas.

Monday, 9.23.2019 = 26/8
• The week begins with a code of courage, leadership and
empowerment.
• 23, the Royal Star of the Lion number merges with 26/8, number of
abundance, authority, acting on your vision.
• So you feel strong, very confident and flexible.
• Celebrate your successes – and allow them to inspire you to greater
heights.
• Step into the limelight, proclaim who you are, explore opportunities
and investments.
• You have great confidence in your abilities and the successful
implementation of your goals.
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Moon opposite Pluto
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your feelings are more intense today.
Be sure you stay in control of your reactions.
Breathe through any changes of moods.
Oppositions bring harmony when you share – so be sure to
share your deep emotions with a trusted friend.
Channel your deep feelings into something artistic and
creative.
You are very intuitive today – listen and breathe.
Your emotional empowerment is strengthened when you
accept the depths of your feelings.
Feel the vibration of people around you deeply today – it will
allow you to move energy in a positive, healing way.

Tuesday, 9.24.2019 = 27/9
• The complete 3-6-9 triad of love, self expression and creativity is
activated today.
• You are nurturing your imagination into being.
• At the same time you want to share with others, express yourself
and listen closely to how they are feeling.
• This is a very romantic day.
• If you have family responsibilities you can fulfill them with happiness
and compassion.
• Take some time to indulge in beauty, something you absolutely
adore.
• Love and joy carry you through the day!
Mercury sextile Jupiter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You have a wealth of ideas.
Optimism is enhanced.
Any negotiations and contracts are favored.
You are focusing on planning your future.
What you see ahead of you feels expansive and exciting.
You’re enthusiasm for what is to come allows you to make proactive decisions.
You communicate and express yourself beautifully and
passionately.
Your focus and concentration are enhanced, as is your
curiosity.
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September 25 - 30

Wednesday, 9.25.2019 = 28/10/1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You feel inspired, as your thoughts sparkle with brilliant ideas.
Inspiration strikes and you can start something fresh.
Quiet time is just as important today.
Engage with nature – Mother Earth is calling you for spiritual
sustenance.
Your intuitive AHA downloads facilitate a new beginning or
approach.
Guard against over-analyzing or worrying about the future.
Instead focus on what you want to learn, how you are growing.
Listen closely to others and especially your inner voice as
tremendous wisdom inspires you to get a new perspective.

Venus square Saturn
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Definitely spend some time by yourself around this time.
Alone-time will reset and clear any resistance to fears,
especially of criticism.
Focus on feeling grateful, kind and affectionate if your feelings
turn a bit moody.
Harmony and beauty do wonders to help you feel inner peace.
Guard against wasting precious resources on trivial things.
If you have any relationship tension, Saturn is asking you to
work extra hard on maintaining harmony.
You definitely need to follow through on your responsibilities at
this time – especially for those you feel closest to.
Allow others to turn to you for support, even if you feel a bit
depleted.
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Thursday, 9.26.2019 = 29/11/2
• The 29/11 portal opens into your infinite inner resources or
courage.
• Opportunities to be consciously engaged with successful outcomes
are enhanced for you.
• Financial abundance is attained by implementing a new approach
or adopting a new direction.
• Your intuition is very powerful today – listen and lead.
• One-on-one conversations are empowered through intimate
connection and inclusiveness.
• Understand the tremendous force of your will to bring inspirational
ideas into reality – divine intelligence speaks through practical
manifestation.
• On a personal level you can deeply merge with another – your
listening and responding in a natural unforced way creates healing
and instills inner confidence.
Mercury Square Pluto
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

You are turning your thoughts inward, thinking deeply about
matters.
Interactions with others can be very intense.
Guard against expressing yourself in overpowering ways.
Something is asking to be looked at in a new way.
So explore all sides of the matter to dig deeply and discover
the truth.
You’re being given a great opportunity to uncover mysteries,
dive into secrets and investigate the core underlying root
causes.
Getting a reading at this time can be very helpful.
Keep your mind open and flexible.
Refrain from entering into conflict or arguing your point.
You can make incredibly empowering discoveries.
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Friday, 9.27.2019 = 30/3
• September’s 21/3 Universal Month and 2019’s 12/3 Universal Year
triples up the 3:3:3 code and creates lots of fun, celebration and
happiness.
• 27 adds compassion and wisdom and helps you release bygones
so you feel happily engaged with the people or projects you’re with.
• It’s a wonderful day to go out and socialize.
• Romance is enhanced, so share your heart with your loved ones.
• Your imagination is on a high, so be sure to express yourself –
either in conversations or a creative project.
• Wear your heart on your sleeve…
• You feel so optimistic and grateful.
Moon opposite Neptune
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

When the Moon is in Virgo the head rules the heart and you
approach life from a practical perspective.
This opposition to Neptune in its own sign of Pisces carries a
call to bring harmony between your natural inclination to be
hands-on practical, and your intuitive heart-centered space of
divine knowing (without research).
So you want to trust and be methodical at the same time.
Simplicity is key as is tidiness to hold your space harmoniously.
Your psychic awareness increases today.
Pay attention to your dreams.
The energy today is very delicate.
Mystical, spiritual awakenings are easily accessed today.
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Saturday, 9.28.2019 = 31/4
• You feel a great surge of forward momentum today.
• Your uniqueness yearns to be expressed.
• New boundaries are set as you expand your intellectual capacity to
embrace unexplored options.
• Your mind is open to unexpected directions and a change of
perspective.
• Ideas inspire you to take a new approach which can help you reap
major dividends.
• A paradigm shift is taking place.
• Spend time alone today.
• Focus on home and family.
• Get your environment in order.
New Moon at 5° Libra
(5:33 am UT, 12:33 am EST, 9:33 pm PST on September 13)
Even if you are not a Libra, or have a Libra Ascendant (Rising Sign) or natal
Moon in Libra when you were born, this forecast still applies to you!
Sun quincunx (150°) Uranus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Invites you to open up to your intuition and receive sudden
downloads that may shift your life.
If you feel anxious, tense or nervous, do something really
relaxing.
Your creative, intuitive inner resources are yearning to be put
into practice today.
Resisting change will create inner tension, so go with the Divine
flow.
Be open to approaching a situation from a new angle – it may
make the biggest difference, allowing the energy to flow again.
It’s a great day to be open to making adjustments and
changes.
Listen to your inner voice guide you.

Moon quincunx Uranus
•
•
•
•
•

You are inclined towards change and making new plans.
Surprises create emotional breakthroughs.
Act on your instinct.
Be open to unusual experiences.
A fabulous day to attract abundance and manifest financial
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•
•
•
•
•

flow.
Your imagination flows today.
You may have some unusual experiences.
You yearn for emotional freedom.
Heart-centered breakthroughs are greatly favored.
Let your genius express itself.

Venus sextile Jupiter (exact at 17°)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

On the same day a warm and happy transit with Jupiter brings
harmony and optimism.
This is a social day and feels very lucky – you feel blessed in all
ways!
Generosity and acceptance through sharing are emphasized.
Financial growth is greatly enhanced.
Surround yourself with beauty today.
You feel good, cheerful, optimistic and have an expansive
positive outlook on your future.
Romance and dating are wonderfully activated – perfect date
night.
You can heal any disharmony in your relationships easily.
Venus governs love and financial flow and Jupiter governs
wealth, so this planetary meeting expands your ability to attract
both!
It’s a great time to make investments.
Taking time out for a holiday break is favored as well.
You feel fortunate!
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Sunday, 9.29.2019 = 32/5
• Today’s 11 portal opens into Freedom.
• Relationships may require a reset as you explore new options.
• Your intuition is very active today – listen and be open for surprising
AHA moments.
• The more flexible you are while being fully conscious in the present
moment, the greater bliss you will feel.
• Unusual ideas will appear – they are here to help you change.
• You may be making many quick decisions today – they are
appearing so that you can go directly to your intuition and bypass
analyzation.
• Approach this day with freedom and joy!
Moon square Pluto
!
!
!
!
!
!

You are discovering how to use your intuition to feel
emotionally empowered vs. engaging in emotional power
struggles.
The more CONSCIOUS and self aware you are of both light
and dark, the greater your perception of energy and ability to
read people and situations.
You may feel heightened emotions.
Emotional excitement is strong, so be patient and breathe.
If you feel a reaction coming on, focus on discovering an
internal awakening instead of projecting it outwards.
This transit can bring many deep discoveries.
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Monday, 9.30.2019 = 24/6
• The 30th celebrates the final of four triple 3:3:3 days of joyful self
expression and creativity.
• The energy flow invites you to FEEL.
• Communicate with others through your heart, not your mind.
• Emotional situations may appear to open up your heart and feel
compassion.
• Definitely devote yourself to a creative project – something that
nurtures your imagination.
• Your loved ones need more of your attention today.
• Financial flow is enhanced when you devote yourself to projects
that ignite you passionately to the core.
• A wonderful way to end the month of September!
Moon enters Scorpio
• Echoing the numerology code today, Moon in Scorpio
prepares the way for deep emotional insights.
• You are purging feelings for profound healing.
• You have a greater power of assertion.
• You feel empowered and confident.
• You’re more sensitive emotionally.
• You have heightened intuition and psychic perception.
• You can be deeply moved.

Love and Blessings,
Tania
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A highly sought after spiritual intuitive and personal
growth leader, Tania Gabrielle inspires legions of
praise from her clients and followers.
Tania introduced the merging of two ancient
divination arts – Astrology and Numerology – to the
Western World, unlocking the codes in the stars,
names and numbers to facilitate wealth and wellbeing with a primary focus on teaching spiritual
principles that manifest practical, real-life results.
Her star code forecast videos and articles inspire
tens of thousands of viewers per month.
Tania Gabrielle was featured and quoted in The
New York Times, Los Angeles Times, USA Today ,
Entertainment Weekly, ESPN Magazine, Essence
Magazine, ESPN.com, Yahoo.com and US
Magazine. As the founder and creator
of Numerology Academy™ – the first online
certification course integrating Astrology
and Numerology – Tania has taught and certified
hundreds of students in 37 countries.
Tania's new book The Ultimate Guide To Numerology unlocks the secret messages of
birthdays, names, addresses, personal forecasts, the meaning of 11:11 and other codes to
facilitate Soul-inspired growth, fulfillment and financial flow.
Also a gifted classical composer, Tania has had her music performed worldwide in the most
prestigious concert halls by Grammy-award-winning artists.

http://taniagabrielle.com
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Blueprints
Your Jupiter Wealth Code™
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/your-jupiter-wealth-code/

Personal Numerology Blueprint
http://taniagabrielle.com/personal-blueprint/

Your Wealthy Name Code
http://taniagabrielle.com/fortunate-name/

Your Next 12 Months Forecast
http://taniagabrielle.com/blueprint/

Readings
Intuitive Counseling Call
http://taniagabrielle.com/counseling-call

Royal Code Reading™
http://taniagabrielle.com/royal-code-reading

Trainings
NUMEROLOGY ACADEMY™
http://taniagabrielle.com/numerology-academy-enroll/

SECRET POWER OF YOUR NAME™
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/secret-power-of-your-name/

ABUNDANCE ACCELERATOR™
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/abundance-accelerator
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